Meet the Staff Serving the Northern Shenandoah Valley
Clarke County
Claudia Lefeve
Lindsay Phillips

540/955-5164
4-H Extension Agent;
Unit Coordinator
Support Staff

Frederick County
Mark Sutphin*
VACANT*
Dyllan Chapins
Tammy Epperson
Jennifer Fost
Marsha Wright

Molly Beardslee**
Lynette Shenk
April Mays

lphillips@vt.edu

540/665-5699
Agriculture & Natural Resources Agent – Horticulture;
Unit Coordinator
Family & Consumer Science Agent – Food, Nutrition & Health
4-H Extension Agent
4-H Technician
Secretary
Unit Administrative Assistant

Page County
Nicole Clem

clefeve@vt.edu

mark.sutphin@vt.edu
dyllan91@vt.edu
tepperso@vt.edu
jfost@vt.edu
mawrigh4@vt.edu

540/778-5794
4-H Extension Agent;
Unit Coordinator
Family Consumer Science – SNAP-Ed.
Program Support Technician
Unit Administrative Assistant

nlross@vt.edu
mollykb@vt.edu
lshenk@vt.edu
aprilang@vt.edu

Shenandoah County

540/459-6140

Bobby Clark*

raclark@vt.edu

Carol Nansel
Teresa Richardson

Agriculture & Natural Resources Agent –Crops & Soil Science;
Unit Coordinator
4-H Extension Agent
Secretary

Warren County
Corey Childs*
Karen Poff*
Stacy Swain
Tammy Henry

cnansel@vt.edu
trichard@vt.edu

540/635/4549
Agriculture & Natural Resources Agent – Animal Science;
Unit Coordinator
Family & Consumer Science – Family Financial Management
4-H Educator
Unit Administrative Assistant

cchilds@vt.edu
kpoff@vt.edu
hstacy@vt.edu
tahenry@vt.edu

* Serve the counties of Clarke, Frederick, Page, Shenandoah, and Warren
** Serve the counties of Clarke, Culpeper, Fauquier, Frederick, Madison, Orange, Page, Rappahannock, Shenandoah, and
Warren

Others serving the Northern Shenandoah Valley but are housed in another district:
Eric Bendfeldt

Housed in Northern District Office
Extension Specialist, Farm-to-Table; Community Viability

540/432-6029
ebendfel@vt.edu

Adam Downing

Housed in Madison County
Agriculture & Natural Resources Agent – Forestry

540/948-6881
adowning@vt.edu
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Northern Virginia 4-H
Educational Center
600 4-H Center Drive
Front Royal, VA 22630
(540) 635-7171
Our Mission
Since 1981, the Northern Virginia 4-H Educational Center has offered year-round, research-based programming to
the youth and families of Northern Virginia. In addition to its acclaimed camps, the Center hosts a variety of
corporate retreats, festivals, team building programs, and outdoor recreation.
Our beautiful setting in Harmony Hollow, just outside Front Royal, Virginia will leave you invigorated and inspired.
Home to acclaimed year-round camps and educational programs, we provide facilities and services to groups
seeking a relaxed, economical retreat experience. Located on 229 acres in the Blue Ridge Mountains, the Center
was deeded to Virginia Tech in 1976 and is the site of the historic U.S. Cavalry Remount Center. We are just 1 hour
from the suburbs of Northern Virginia and Dulles International Airport and 1.5 hours from Washington DC!
1. Mission
1. The Northern Virginia 4-H Educational and Conference Center’s mission is to facilitate proven
experiential learning programs for youth, families, and adults that educate, inspire and connect.
2. Vision
1. The Center’s vision is to improve all aspects of the world in which we live, work and play through
recreation, education, leadership, and life skill development. Our vision is put into action through
the support of diverse communities, impactful stewardship and the creation of meaningful
relationships with those around us, making the 4-H Center a truly sustainable organization.
3. Core Values
1. Educate, Inspire, Connect
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Program Impacts
Title: Tree Fruit Production and Pest
Management in Virginia
Relevance: Fruit crops are a knowledgeintensive, high value set of crops. Virginia ranks
7th in the nation in apple production with a crop
valued at over $35.9 million and 13th in peach
production w5ith a crop valued at $5.23 million
(NASS 2016). Cherries, pears, and plums are also
produced in Virginia. According to the 2012
Census of Agriculture, Virginia had 1,365 orchard
operations with 19,114 acres. These crops are
intensely managed, high value crops
(approximately $2,500 to $20,000+ per acre
depending on production per acre and
processing versus fresh market values).
Numerous critical thinning and IPM decisions
must be made by each grower throughout every production season. Growers seek the guidance of the VCE Tree
Fruit program to assist them with management of these crops as new and widespread pests (insects and fungal)
continue to impact and pose great potential to reduce the quality and value of tree fruit crops, disrupt long
established IPM programs, and increase the occurrence of pesticide resistance. Growers and consumers are ever
increasingly concerned about sustainability.
Response: Extension has a long history with the tree fruit industry in Virginia that dates back to W. Alwood and the
founding of the Virginia State Horticultural Society (VSHS). Tree fruit faculty still work with the VSHS and other
industry associations today. Along with individual orchard visits throughout the state by Extension faculty, we
offered the following meetings and workshops in 2018 to share best practices in production and IPM: six Winter
Fruit Schools; fourteen early season meetings in Winchester, Rappahannock, and Central Virginia; orchard tour in
Cana, VA; an organic summer meeting and three summer twilight meetings. Pesticide applicators received
recertification at the winter fruit schools and the Mid-Atlantic Fruit and Vegetable Conference in Hershey, PA.
Additionally, specialists supplied time sensitive production and environmental updates via the web, blogs, and
Facebook (43,028 contacts via Virginia Tech Tree Fruit Extension and Outreach Facebook page in 2018 alone).
Results: At the 2018 Winter Fruit Schools, orchardists were surveyed with 63 respondents representing 11,148
orchard acres. These operations have worked with VT and VCE for 2,097 years (34.38 each), with 16 relying on VCE
for 50 years or more. 90.4% have learned about new invasive pests. Evaluations show 87.3% have learned more
about pest life cycles, pest damage thresholds, pesticide efficacy, new technology, biological controls, cultural
controls, or environmental conditions that impact the management of arthropod and disease pests of tree fruit.
These programs resulted in 61.9% reduction in pesticide use by 5% or greater with an estimated total annual savings
of $301,500 for 16 responding growers. Fifty-three growers (84%), said this learned information was implemented
and has helped their operation remain viable.
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Title: 2018 Citizen Science Spotted Lanternfly Detection
Project
Relevance: A potentially very serious insect pest of grapes, peaches,
hops, and a variety of other crops, the spotted lanternfly (SLF), Lycorma
delicatula, was detected in Frederick County, VA, on January 10, 2018.
Initial infestation was determined to be about 1 square mile. By late fall
of 2018, it had spread to 18 square miles. Spotted lanternfly, Lycorma
delicatula, is a fulgorid plant bug that has been expanding its range in
Asia, with a 2014 Pennsylvania discovery being the first outside of that
continent. SLF feeds on more than 70 host plant species. Vineyards,
orchards and forests are at risk. Feeding damage on grape, apple and
peach occurs close to harvest and reduces yield and fruit quality. SLF is
also known to be a significant nuisance in the home landscape. Spotted
lanternfly is easily identified and can be detected by using traps on the
primary host plant, Tree of Heaven (TOH), Ailanthus altissima, thus
making it a good candidate for citizen science detection. Pennsylvania
has been successful with a similar program for several years.
Response: Extension Master Gardener (MG) volunteers in the Northern
Shenandoah Valley expressed interest in surveying for this new pest. We
purchased supplies for trapping SLF and set up an app for the volunteers
to report both positive and negative findings. We held seven meetings
starting with training sessions and 6 more meetings for identification of trap catches:
SLF Agent Training - April 26, 2018
SLF Citizen Science Detection Training - April 26, 2018
SLF Citizen Science Detection Meeting to check traps - May 30, June 8, June 14, and July 11, 2018
MG Meeting SLF wrap up - October 21, 2018
Additionally, as part of the larger SLF response, the VCE team of agents and specialist developed seven fact sheets
and multiple presentations for the trainings.
Results: Fifty-one MGs learned about SLF life cycle and identification information. Seventeen eager and highlytrained MGs with TOH on their personal property conducted surveys that provided valuable information for farmers
and businesses that ship in and out of Virginia. The survey gives farmers an early warning system for the arrival of
the SLF in their area. Seventy-eight unique observations
were made by eight detectors. Of those observations 10%
were positive for SLF. The remaining negative observations
served to help delimit the VA infestation. With the known
expansion range and the potential spread to other areas of
the state, a Train-the-Trainer training is planned for March
22, 2019. This session will expand the citizen science SLF
detection program across the state. Over fifty volunteers
and Extension Agents representing both Master Naturalist
chapters and MG units across the state have registered to
participate in this state-wide training in Winchester, as an
effort to increase monitoring for this new invasive insect
pest. Additionally, staff from Virginia Department of
Forestry, Shenandoah National Park, and VDACS will be
partnering.
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Title: Strasburg Community Garden and Educational
Workshops, Serving a Food Desert Population
Relevance: Strasburg is the fastest growing community in Shenandoah
County. Since 2000, the town’s population has increased 63 percent
and is becoming more diverse. According to the 2014 Census,
population is approximately 6,559, with a surrounding county
population of 43,021. The town takes up a total area of 3.2 sq. miles.
Over 90% of the town is considered a food desert, according to the
USDA Economic Research Service, with the entire northern tip of
Shenandoah County, the area surrounding the town, included in this
designation. This area has a high density of low-income families located
more than a mile from a supermarket or have limited access to a vehicle to travel to get food.
Response: In 2017, Lord Fairfax Soil and Water Conservation District (LFSWCD) pulled together community partners,
including VCE, Town of Strasburg, faith-based organizations, local civic groups and non-profits (including FFA and
Boy Scouts) to acquire a $50,000 National Association of Conservation Districts Urban Ag Conservation grant with
$43,750 in community matching support. The partners formed an Urban Ag Working Group to serve as the planning
and steering leadership. In addition to overseeing construction of a garden in Strasburg Town Park in 2018, VCE
Agents, Master Gardeners, and LFSWCD staff conducted 15 workshops ranging from garden planning, soils, and
pest management to harvesting and preserving. We advertised workshops and plots with fliers at low-income
housing communities and at local businesses, through town mailings, via a Facebook page and with a garden
newsletter. The garden filled with 18 individual plot holders, six plots are elevated beds for ADA accessibility.
Community plot demonstration gardens (square foot garden, children’s garden, and a pollinator bed) are
maintained by MGs, LFSWCD, and a local church.
Results: The garden maintains a waiting list for plots and workshops have averaged 22 participants each. In addition
to growing food for their own tables, plot holders donated in excess of 300 pounds of produce to local food pantries.
Evaluation responses (15) showed a one to two-fold increase in knowledge in each workshop subject. Workshop
participants reported the following actions:
• “I began companion planting for the first time and planted cover crops for the first time. I also
added flowers that will attract pollinators and hummingbirds. I built a mason bee box…”
• “I started composting for the first time. I have come up with a few ways to catch rainwater… I'm
more cognizant with regard to the soil and to be careful not to create situations where there may
be erosion and do my best to protect the top soil.”
• “I've used the information… and am saving seeds from the garden for the first time.”
•
“I’m more confident than I was with food
preservation.”
A similar 2019 series is underway and will include a
Super Pantry series with education on nutrition and
basic financial mgt., in collaboration with FNP and FCS
faculty and staff.
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Title: 2018 Consumer Horticulture and Environmental Programming
in the Northern Shenandoah Valley
Relevance: For over 38 years, Extension Master Gardeners (EMGs) have assisted
state and county faculty in providing current, relevant, research-based, and timely
responses to Virginia’s homeowners who need assistance with their home
landscapes. As personnel resources diminish, we rely more heavily on our
volunteers to help deliver quality programming and services to our constituents.
The work of EMGs is important in multiplying the efforts of our paid faculty as
they impart best practices to homeowners wishing to manage their landscapes in
sustainable and environmentally friendly ways. In the Northern Shenandoah
Valley (NSV), there is a population of over 229,000 individuals residing in the
counties of Clarke, Frederick, Page, Shenandoah, Warren and the City of
Winchester. There has been an active network of EMGs in the NSV since 1993.
Response: In 2018, 24 additional volunteers participated in the EMG training program in Winchester. Extension
agents, specialists and veteran EMGs all worked to provide quality training to this new cohort of volunteers.
Following training EMGs began volunteering to employ their new training in educational projects across the area.
With a 5-county area we rotate training geographically each year to better accommodate all community members.
To reach a diverse audience for the 2019 Front Royal training, we hand delivered fliers to minority faith-based
organizations in addition to utilizing other traditional advertising methods.
In 2018, EMGs participated in two radio interviews and 14 interviews for newspaper articles. NSV EMGs conducted
nearly 75 educational programs, projects, and events to extend best management practices and knowledge into
the local communities.
EMGs partnered with the Lord Fairfax Soil and Water Conservation District (LFSWCD) to establish a new community
Garden in Strasburg, VA. Along with some demonstration plots designed, installed, and maintained by EMGs,
LFSWCD allotted $10,000 for VCE to offer urban agriculture educational programs. We advertised workshops and
plots with fliers at low-income housing communities and at local businesses, through town mailings, via a Facebook
page and with a garden newsletter.
Results: 24 trainees participated in EMG trainings and joined forces with
the 105 currently active EMGs, Emeritus, Interns, and Trainees in the NSV.
In 2018, there were 129 volunteers working on behalf of VCE providing
service and educational programming to 42,795 contacts. In the course of
working with NSV citizens, EMGs reported 14,596 volunteer hours. The
volunteer time equated to more than 7 full-time equivalents. This means
that collectively, VCE
had an additional 7
full-time,
non-paid,
staff
disseminating
best practices in the
NSV. The economic
value of the reported
volunteer time is $390,443 (based on an hourly rate for Virginia
of $26.75 from the independent sector), a tremendous in-kind
contribution and return on investment to the NSV.
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Title: Extension Addresses Giant Hogweed Issues; a
New Invasive Plant in Virginia in 2018
Relevance: In June of 2018, a homeowner in Clarke County, Virginia,
reported a plant on their property believed to be a noxious weed
to the local unit office. A team consisting of an Extension Master
Gardener Volunteer, Agent, Specialist, and the Curator of the
Massey Herbarium, all worked to collect necessary information to
verify the plant to be giant hogweed (Heracleum mantegazzianum).
Skin contact with the sap in the presence of sunlight can result in
severe burning and blistering. Extension Agents were concerned
that more plants may exist in the area, or elsewhere in the state,
and potentially cause severe harm to anyone coming in contact
with the plant.
Response: The Extension team worked with the homeowner to
notify Virginia Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services
(VDACS) about the presence of the confirmed identification. Giant
hogweed is classified as a Tier 1 noxious weed. As such, VDACS
would assist with treatment and management to ensure safety of
everyone involved and to try to prevent its spread. VDACS sent a press release to media outlets and Extension
posted information on Facebook to alert local citizens of the potential danger. Additionally, a VCE publication was
developed to aid in the identification of giant hogweed and to instruct readers should they suspected giant hogweed
on their property.
Results: Media throughout the Commonwealth and beyond responded in earnest to this problem. Over 65 different
media outlets published stories on giant hogweed. Extension Agents, Specialists, and herbarium representatives
provided interviews and photographs for many media accounts, including TV, radio, and newsprint. Various VCE
Facebook posts received a total of 145,478 views. 54 Extension Agents across Virginia responded to 431 requests
to identify plants that citizens suspected to be giant hogweed. Fortunately, most of these were only plants that look
similar and determined to be false reports. 5 citizen reports, in 4 different counties, were confirmed to be giant
hogweed and reported to VDACS. In all of these situations, the specimens were determined intentionally planted
and had not spread significantly from the source. Virginians can take comfort that, based on the number of negative
reports, giant hogweed has not spread throughout the Commonwealth. By working with local citizens, VDACS, and
other partners, VCE was successful in early detection of giant hogweed, making the eradication efforts likely to be
successful and potentially saving millions of dollars to manage the plant had it become widespread. Extension has
been instrumental in identifying and providing management options for new problematic pests. Each time a new
pest either evolves or is accidentally introduced into Virginia, the challenges of managing it are different. Virginia
Cooperative Extension brings personnel, knowledge and educational resources to address these new pests.
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Title: VCE Develops a Northern Shenandoah Valley Community Survey to Inform Situational
Analyses Across Planning District 7
Relevance: Mike Lambur states in VCE Situation Analysis, “Virginia Cooperative Extension (VCE) takes pride in the
premise that vital programming is based on the issues, problems, and needs of the people. A thorough analysis of
the situation provides context for understanding these problems. This is a process of determining what situations
exist at local, regional, and state levels, and for determining which problems have become issues of major public
concern. Situation analysis provides the foundation and rationale for deciding which problems should receive the
time, energy, and resources of VCE.”
In the Northern Shenandoah Valley (NSV), VCE programming is done across the planning district (PD) by Family
Consumer Science (FCS) and Agriculture and Natural Resources (ANR) agents. PD7, with a population of 235,443
(US Census Population Estimates July 1, 2018), includes the counties of Clarke, Frederick, Page, Shenandoah, and
Warren, as well as the City of Winchester.
Response: FCS, ANR, and 4-H agents in the NSV collaborated and teamed up with the Extension Leadership Councils
(ELCs) in each of the five counties to develop a PD-wide community survey to better understand area needs, not
solely individual county needs. The survey was made available in January 2018, online or via hardcopy and over a
period of seven months, distributed to local civic organizations, featured in four area newspapers, shared on social
media, posted on VCE and county websites, and mailed through VCE participant contact lists. The survey allowed
respondents to prioritize topics in current programming areas as well as state, through open-ended questions, the
top three issues in the NSV.
Results: A total of 671 survey responses were recorded; 10.5% respondents were not familiar with VCE at all and
43.7% had not previously participated in a VCE program. Despite our efforts to reach minority community members
through mass media, NAACP, and minority faith-based organizations, survey respondents identified as 96.2% white.
VCE agents and ELCs in PD7 synthesized the data both as a whole and by individual county responses. We also
performed key informant interviews to produce an updated 2018 Situation Analysis in each county.
PD7 Data
Issues in Alphabetical Order
Aging Population
Child Care (also Senior Care)
Climate Change/Energy (renewable energy)
County Management (taxes, budget decisions on resource use,
teacher salaries, school maintenance, emergency & fire services)
Drugs (alcohol, human trafficking, related crime)
Domestic Violence
Farms (and forests, preservation/conservation, production issues,
maintaining rural lifestyle)
Food (availability, quality, cost)
Financial Management
Guns (firearms training)
Health (insurance, exercise, recreation, obesity, chronic pain,
elderly, isolation)
Housing (affordability, availability, rental rights & responsibilities)
Jobs (employment, growth, economic development, encouraging
small businesses, tourism)
Mental Health
Overdevelopment/Overpopulation
Parenting (skills, child abuse)
Poverty
Schools (curriculum, structure, student behavior, overcrowding,
bullying, teacher turnover: but not funding which is under CM)
Transportation (I-81, lack of public transit, farm traffic on back
roads)
Technology (affordable computer training for all ages, phone
scams, need for choice in internet/cable providers)
Trade Schools (need for more vocational training)
Values (community spirit, toxic political climate)
Comments directed to Virginia Cooperative Extension Services
Water/Environment/ Pesticides (including air quality)
Youth (healthy after school activities, work habits, life skills, job
skills, programs for teens, social skills, responsibility)

Code
A
C

Total
3
21

Community
Responses
(%)
0.24
1.68

CL

7

0.56

CM
D
DV

80
163
5

6.39
13.01
0.4

F
FD
FM
G

87
45
38
5

6.95
3.59
3.03
0.4

H
Hs

116
51

9.27
4.07

J
MH
OD
P

82
39
20
19

6.55
3.12
1.6
1.52

Pv

26

2.08

S

77

6.16

T

46

3.67

TCH
TS
V

6
38
34

0.48
3.03
2.72

VCE
WEP

11
154

0.88
12.3

Y

79

6.3
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Title: Northern Shenandoah Valley Agents Collaborate to
Market a 5-County Virginia Household Water Quality Program

water quality education in the region.

Relevance: The Northern Shenandoah Valley (NSV) has karst terrain, due to
a large proportion of soluble rocks, causing cracks, fissures, and conduits
that allow contaminants direct access to the groundwater. Coupled with
poor landowner practices such as infrequent water testing, improper
system maintenance, and inappropriate lawn and garden care, the karst
terrain makes the region’s water supply particularly vulnerable to
contamination. Homeowners who use private water supplies are
completely responsible for routine testing, system maintenance and
addressing any water quality problems, should they exist. Lack of
knowledge about private water supply management and water quality
issues may lead to system neglect and a lack of regular water testing, which
can have serious implications for water quality, longevity of the water
supply system, and, ultimately, the health and safety of the families who
rely on these systems. Situation analyses support the need for household

Response: Agents have offered drinking water testing and education across the NSV every couple of years since the
statewide inception of the program. Since 2012, we have collaborated on these programs, holding drinking water
clinics in all five counties over several weeks, which allows for broader advertising and enables residents to attend
the meetings that best suit their schedules and commuting patterns. Recognizing that many limited-resource
families get their only drinking water from a private water supply, we offer financial burden scholarships through
local funds generated since 2013. To generate interest in the program and testing opportunities in the NSV, we use
the groundwater demonstration model at several annual fairs and festivals, teaching about groundwater quality,
well water, and the need for testing of private water supplies. We use numerous and varied other marketing
strategies to promote the program once we have dates for the clinics. You can see examples of the following
methods by following the links at the end of the application: radio and television interviews, Facebook events (which
we also promoted with sponsored Facebook ads), newspaper articles, and the local office websites.
Results: In 2018, NSV Area Agriculture and Natural Resources and Family and Consumer Sciences agents conducted
five separate water clinics, one each in Clarke, Frederick, Page, Shenandoah, and Warren counties, sampling 189
water sources in the Northern Shenandoah Valley. You can view Piktochart of the results for each locality for the
years 2011 to 2015 at the following links:
https://create.piktochart.com/output/7397558-vahwqp201115clarkecounty
https://create.piktochart.com/output/7412608-vahwqp200915frederickcounty
https://create.piktochart.com/output/8091937-vahwqp201215pagecounty
https://create.piktochart.com/output/8072499-vahwqp201215shenandoahcounty
https://create.piktochart.com/output/8093923-vahwqp201215warrencounty
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